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Simulation of complex (bio)chemical reactions plays an important role in a process
kinetics characterisation. However, detailed kinetic modelling is a difficult task because
the model has to reflect the process complexity under variate operating conditions, start-
ing from a limited number of observed variables, (non-)conventional data recorded with
a limited sampling frequency, and often with a low reproducibility. Extensive investiga-
tions can lead to structured models of complexity depending on the utilisation scope. To
overcome weak results, the identification problem must be well formulated, data consis-
tent, numerical estimation appropriate and effective, and the estimate quality analysis ad-
equate. While statistical estimation theory has been extensively developed in terms of
objective function choice and solution analysis, numerical algorithm application to
(bio)chemical kinetic systems presents particularities and difficulties. The present paper
aims to review the main steps and trends in solving the kinetic model identification prob-
lem. Rules for a suitable problem formulation vs. modelling objectives, advanced numer-
ical algorithms for obtaining a reliable solution, and an estimate of suitable analysis are
shortly summarised.
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Introduction

Reliable and sufficiently accurate mechanistic
kinetic models are very effective tools in under-
standing a chemical/biological process, its influen-
tial variables, and physical meaning of parameters.
This will eventually lead to significant benefits in
safety and optimal plant design and monitoring and
will facilitate similar process analyses. Mechanistic
based models are preferred to the empirical ones,
offering the advantage of a deep understanding of
the process occurrence, a better quality interpola-
tion in the experimental domain, physical/physio-
logical meaning of parameters, and confidence in
model predictions. Physical meaning of model pa-
rameters also allows a better evaluation and inter-
pretation of the estimate quality, and result storage
for further process analyses, process and plant opti-
mization. Reaction paths, comprising hundreds and
thousands of elementary steps, have been con-
structed and stored in databanks for a large variety
of processes, like catalytic surface reactions, gas
phase radicalic reactions (oxidation, pyrolysis),1–3

combustion,4 cell metabolic processes and enzy-
matic reactions.5–9 Simulation of spatially homoge-
neous (zero spatially dimensional) and one- or
two-dimensional chemical systems, with detailed
reaction mechanisms, has caused no problems in re-

cent years. The current trend in all mentioned appli-
cations is to develop integrated identification and
simulation platforms able to incorporate geometric
system and transport characteristics together with
detailed kinetics.

Complex kinetic modelling is justified not only
by the research trend to increase the knowledge
about the process occurrence and characteristics,
but also well motivated by the economic benefits
deriving from kinetic process simulation: i) more
accurate and economic plant design and re-design;
ii) more accurate process optimization; iii) im-
provement of product quality due to market pres-
sure; iv) improved process monitoring and safety
indices; v) robust and effective process control; vi)
minimization of by-products and waste, and reduc-
tion of ecological impact; vii) improved predictions
of process performances for variations in feed-stocks,
catalyst, biomass, operating conditions; viii) more
precise process scheduling and production planning
for multi-product plants. Identification and simula-
tion of extended reaction paths become possible due
to improved and accurate reaction intermediate
measurement techniques, improved data analysis
and storage capacity, increased effectiveness of nu-
merical algorithms and computing capacity, offer-
ing a quick process analysis and real-time simula-
tion. Massive parallel computing allows today com-
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plex kinetic simulations. This is the case, for in-
stance, of simulating high-level complex cell pro-
cesses in molecular biology, like sub-cellular com-
munications, reactions involving proteins and en-
zymes during cell exo-/endo-cytosis, synaptic trans-
mission, transport and cell signal reception (E-Cell
simulator of Tomita et al.10; M-Cell simulator of
Stiles et al.11; V-Cell simulator of Schaff et al.12,13).

The kinetic model identification problem con-
sists of: i) formulation of an extended/reduced reac-
tion schema (including elementary and overall reac-
tions, intermediates, products, and lumped species),
ii) identification of the most adequate rate expres-
sions vs. available information and data, iii) esti-
mate significant kinetic parameters vs. observed
data and, iv) adapting the model structure and pa-
rameters according to available information.

However, complex (bio)chemical process char-
acterisation via detailed kinetic models requires ex-
tensive off/on-line process investigations under a
wide range of operating conditions at different
scales. Chemical processes are often very sensitive
to feed quality and catalyst activity changes, while
bioprocesses, implying dynamic changes of cell
populations, are very sensitive to input-flow oscilla-
tions, operating conditions and surroundings. Be-
cause (bio)chemical reaction paths usually involve
a large number of intermediates, by-products, (nu-
trients) and additives, they are very complex and
difficult to be kinetically described in detail. More-
over, at a catalyst-surface or biocell molecular
level, it is very difficult to obtain standard kinetic
data, e.g. species concentrations vs. process time,
and the kinetic model identification has to be often
based on a mixture of qualitative – quantitative in-
formation. Problem multimodality, non-convexity,
high interrelated model parameters, variable obser-
vability of species, particular kinetic model form or
incomplete data, all these can cause serious conver-
gence or solution reliability problems when an in-
complete numerical analysis is applied.

To cover such a difficult experimental and nu-
merical task, it is advisable to follow the kinetic
modelling conventional steps: kinetic data acquisi-
tion and preliminary data analysis (mass balance,
error matrix, stoichiometry consistency, and data
reconciliation checks); propose a reaction path and
rate expressions (based on experimental evidence,
thermodynamic evaluations and simplifying hy-
potheses); formulate an appropriate statistical esti-
mation criterion and establish process constraints;
generate an initial guess of model parameters by
means of an appropriate shortcut method; solve the
estimation nonlinear-programming (NLP), or mixed-
-integer-nonlinear-programming problem (MINLP)
with an effective optimization algorithm; analyse
the problem solution, e.g. model adequacy, predic-

tion capacity, and parameter significance; if neces-
sary, reduce (by lumping of reactions and/or spe-
cies) or extend the model structure and discriminate
among alternatives; improve the model quality
based on new planned experiments.

The scope of this paper is to summarize the
main conventional estimation steps and the system-
atic approach to be followed for obtaining a satis-
factory kinetic model. Appropriate formulations of
the (non-convex) estimation problem and effective
algorithms can help in generating a good quality so-
lution. Reduced kinetics discrimination via a
MINLP criterion and binary decision variables is
also presented. The paper also aims to summarize
the main trends in numerical algorithms for han-
dling kinetic identification difficulties and non-con-
ventional routes to characterize the high-complex
kinetic systems, when lack of conventional infor-
mation exists.

Kinetic data preliminary analysis:
data error and balance

Before developing a kinetic model, an analysis
of the data quality is necessary. To be consistent,
data must include enough information about the
process vs. the target model structure. Data must be
obtained on the whole reaction time domain, scat-
tered to characterize satisfactorily the “picks” and
“inflexions” of observed curves, independent on
outliers, and recorded with an acceptable experi-
mental error (which will be reflected in the model
quality). The experimental error (i. e. the “noise”)
depends on the measurement possibilities. For a de-
tailed process modelling, larger amount and precise
data are necessary, while for quick process charac-
terization and approximate predictions, rough data
completed with qualitative information are usually
sufficient.

Standard kinetic data implies a set of observed
kinetic curves C(t) of species concentrations
(C-vector) over the reaction time (t), under various
operating conditions. However, each data set must
be recorded under iso-thermal experimental condi-
tions that make the mass and heat transport re-
sistances negligible.14,15

Classical statistical analysis can be applied to
determine the data error structure, data consistency,
type of dependencies among observations and spe-
cies inter-connectivities. The experimental error in
a u-th experiment of the observed variables C
is usually assumed to be normally distributed
N( , ),0 � u with the covariance matrix � u � [ ]� uij

2

(i,j � 1,…ns, observed species; u � 1,...,n, number
of runs16,17). An estimate of the noise matrix ele-
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ments, denoted with suij
2 , can be obtained from

m-replicate experiments of each u-th run, by using
the relationships:18
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This matrix allows evaluation of inter-correla-
tions among observed errors. The square of correla-
tion coefficients, e.g. r s s sjk jk jj kk� � �[ , ],11

represents the percentage of the j-th observed vari-
able variance, which can be explained by its associ-
ation with the k-th variable.19 By assuming the nor-
mality of errors for observed variables, they can be
scaled and directly compared via the transformation
( ) .C Ci i ii� � To check the normal distribution of
an observed random variable, classical tests com-
pare the observed and predicted event occurrence
frequencies, or the normal cumulative probabilities.
Among distribution moments, the first (mean,
m C1 � ), the second (variance, m2

2�� ), the third

(skewness, or “asymmetry”, m m3 2
3 ), and the

forth (kurtosis, or “peakeness”, m m4 2
2) are the

most used in characterising the distribution proper-
ties.18,19

Advanced statistical techniques can determine
similarities or redundancy among data sets, princi-
pal components that affect the process (the
so-called principal component analysis20), or exis-
tence of linear dependencies among observations.19

Former test is important when some “observations”
are indirectly measured, being deducted from other
experiments. The use of such data with an inappro-
priate estimator can lead to a biased and poor ki-
netic estimate. Linear dependencies among data can
be detected through eigenvectors corresponding to
the zero eigenvalues of the matrix H H

T ,, where21

H � �[ ]C Cui i . Approximate linear dependencies
among data are similarly detected for small
eigenvalues � �� �( )n 1 2 (where � 2 denotes the

average value for the error variance over ns obser-
vations, see also below paragraph). Dependencies
among observations must be eliminated from the
(determinant) estimation criterion in order to avoid

singularities, degenerescence, and poor estimate
quality. Such a situation can also be detected from
the corresponding small eigenvalues of the residual
matrix C C� � ( �C denotes the predicted concentra-
tions by a model).22

If the noise level is significant, several tech-
niques can be used to detect the gross errors and to
correct (reconciliate) the data. Advanced reconcilia-
tion techniques are based on the several system
constraints, as molar and atomic mass balance, elec-
tric charge balance, thermodynamic constraints and,
if known and consistent, on the reaction stoichio-
metry. These methods usually use factor analysis
and chemometric techniques to detect redundant
measurements, to correct data, to extract stoichio-
metric information, and to estimate un-observed
states and reaction rates.20,23,24

Molar or mass balance in an experimental reac-
tor, over a certain time interval [ , ],t tu0 can be writ-
ten as a linear set of equations:25

D V t C t V t C tui u i u i� � 	( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 0

	 �
 [ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )] ,, ,F t C t F t C t ti i

t

tu

out out in in d
0

(2)

where V denotes the volume of the system, Fin and
Fout are the input and output volumetric flow rates,
Ci denotes molar or mass concentration of species
i = 1,…, ns, while u = 1,…, n, indexes the number
of considered runs. Data can be checked for balance
vs. various constraints, as atomic species or electric
charge conservation, each considered molar species
in eq. (2) being associated with a constraint matrix
M (ns × no. of constraints), fulfilling the balance
set:26

DM�0. (3)

For an atomic species balance check, M repre-
sents the atomic matrix of the involved species. Set
eq. (3) can be used to correct the recorded con-
centrations by means of the least squares estima-
tor,25 � ( )D D MM� � 	1 (superscript '+' denotes the
pseudoinverse), or a maximum likelihood estima-
tor.27 When applying the data correction techniques,
a normally distributed measurement error is as-
sumed, with zero mean and known (diagonal) vari-
ance matrix, while data scaling by means of data
matrix column normalization can avoid weak re-
sults.25

Building-up kinetic models

To kinetically model a (bio)chemical process
on a mechanistic (structured) basis, several alterna-
tives can be considered:
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– continuous variable models

– discrete (Boolean) variable models

– mixed continuous-discrete variable models

– stochastic variable models

Conventional ordinary-differential equations
(ODE) kinetic models, with a mechanistic descrip-
tion of the process, have been proved to be effective
in characterizing continuous processes and pertur-
bations, especially when systems are large and
when molecular details are of little importance for
the analysis. The Boolean approach, even if less
realistic, is computationally tractable for complex
biosystems, at a molecular/cell level, involving net-
works of genes that are either “on” or “off” accord-
ing to defined Boolean relationships.28,29 Mixed
models realise a promising compromise among
continuous and discrete representation. Stochastic
(bio)chemical kinetic models replace the 'average'
ODE model solution by a more detailed ran-
dom-based simulator.5,30–32 In stochastic models, the
species concentrations are replaced by individual
molecular species, and Monte Carlo methods are
used to predict their interactions, with the expense
of a considerable computational effort. Rate equa-
tions are replaced by individual reaction probabili-
ties, while the model output is stochastic in nature.
Stochastic representation is useful when a large
number of species has to be accounted, of which the
spatial location become important. This is the case,
for instance, of cell process simulation, when the
small number of molecules for a certain species is
more sensitive to stochasticity of a reactive process
than the species present in larger amounts. In such
cases, simulation via continuous models can lead to
only average process predictions, lacking of accu-
racy for random process representation (as cell sig-
nalling, gene mutation, etc.).

Successful kinetic modelling can be realised
only in a strategy that includes experimental and
computational loops. In such a way, the developed
kinetic model complexity depends on the amount of
available information and on the utilisation scope:
extended models are used for a detailed description
of the process kinetics and transport phenomena;
moderate reduced models are used for process de-
sign and optimization; reduced models are used for
safety analysis, control and real-time process moni-
toring. Extended models require a steady experi-
mental and computational effort to identify and ver-
ify all parameters and reaction steps. However, due
to the variability of materials, procedure, condi-
tions, catalyst or biomass characteristics, the kinetic
information may not always be generalised. Low
data reproducibility, often present in biological sys-
tems, or reduced kinetic information require a dy-
namic process modelling based on an evolutive ki-

netic model structure and up-dated parameters, e.g.
the so-called “tendency modelling”.4,25,33–37 In such
dynamic models, only essential reactions are re-
tained, based on measurable variables. An important
problem to be considered during kinetic modelling
is the distinction between the qualitative and quanti-
tative process knowledge, stability and instability of
involved species, the dominant fast and slow modes
of process dynamics, the macroscopic and micro-
scopic state of the process, and the non-biological
and biological elements of the state vector.

A classical route to elaborate a reaction schema
is based on experimental measurements of inter-
mediates and products, prior information from ki-
netic databanks, stoichiometric and thermodynamic
checks. The proposed reaction network can contain
all possible elementary steps from databanks,2 sup-
plemented with quantum chemistry methods to eva-
luate thermochemical and reaction parameters.1,38–40

However, the resulted large reaction schemes and
over-parameterization require not only extensive
experiments to check all intermediates and elemen-
tary steps, but also a large computational effort to
identify and refine parameters, which may still of-
ten result in poor estimate quality.41

A second possibility is to increase continuously
the model complexity through step-by-step interpre-
tation of the intermediate and product trajectories,
by using previous information to discriminate
among model alternatives on a numerical/statistical
basis.42,43 Reaction mechanism is investigated under
various operating conditions and the kinetic model
is derived based on a sensitivity and principal com-
ponent analysis of species, variables, and reaction
terms.4,44–47

Current trend in kinetic modelling is to use
more structured and complex strategies, by taking
into account constraint representation, algorithms
for model development and path synthesis, by using
all types of information, conventional or not, and
assembling suitable reactions and kinetic modules
from databanks. Complex software is now able to
realize integrated platforms for model synthesis, pa-
rameter estimation, model reduction and discri-
mination. The modular approach and automatic
generation of ODE, differential-algebraic (DAE), or
stochastic models, allow simulation of complex
chemical systems,48–57 or biochemical systems
(MPS, MetaModel, GEPASI, ESSYNS, METASIM,
ProMoT/DIVA, BioSpice, Cellerator, Dbsolve,
Jarnac, StochSim software, see review of Hucka et
al.9). Oriented and unified programming languages
have been developed (CellML of Hedley et al.;58

SBML of Hucka et al.9) to include the bio-system
organization and complexity in integrated platforms
for cellular system simulation. These platforms in-
clude representation of cells, neurons, bio-informa-
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tic sequences, bio-polymer sequences, complex mo-
lecular structures, gene expression, gene-finding
(E-Cell of Tomita et al.;8,10 V-Cell of Schaff et
al.;12,13 M-Cell of Stiles et al.;11 A-Cell of Ichika-
wa59). Integrated modelling and simulation plat-
forms tend to use a large variety of chemical and bi-
ological databanks, including physico-chemical
properties, species biodegradability,60,61 reactions in
solutions,62,63 enzymes, proteins, genes, metabolic
reactions (CRGM-database;64 NIH-database65).

If the model structure is too extended vs. the
available information, a model reduction can be ap-
plied by using various experimental and computa-
tional methods (see below ‘model reduction’ para-
graph). Experimental rules can point-out or “mask”
intermediate species and/or steps. Computational
rules imply kinetic model estimation, study of the
effect of parameter changes on the solution (sensi-
tivity analysis), and identification of the redundant
parts of the model or variables.

Kinetic model formulation

Stoichiometric and invariance relation checks

Mechanistic kinetic models are based on a pro-
posed, elementary or overall, reaction path derived
from the experimental data and databank informa-
tion. Experimental isolation techniques can be used
to step-by-step elucidate the process mechanism.
Moreover, when proposing an elementary reaction
schema, several shortcut numerical techniques can
be used to check feasibility and consistency of the
stoichiometry and reaction path. The current trend
in model identification is to increase the importance
of the preparative steps, including data evaluation,
analysis of elementary reactions, stoichiometry and
species inter-connectivity, as follows:

– check and correct reaction stoichiometry
– determine the number of linear independent

reactions
– determine the number of overall reactions
– determine the number of dependent species
– correct data through dependencies among

species concentrations, and known stoichiometry
– determine species interconnectivities and

'chemical distance'
Once the reaction network is elucidated, the

stoichiometric matrix v� [ ],v ij defined over all re-
actions i = 1,.., nr (rows) and species j = 1,.., ns (col-
umns) is checked based on the recorded experi-
mental data, e.g. matrix D of (n × ns) dimensions.
Data accounts species moles Nj over a number of
runs (u = 1,…, n) and extents of reaction (Xui):

D Xv� ; X N N jui jo ju ji� � �( ) , .v (4)

If enough precise data are available, Bonvin
& Rippin66 propose a chemometric method called
“target factor analysis” to check the stoichiometry
consistency, or even to estimate unobserved vari-
ables by means of known stoichiometry (see also
applications of Maria & Rippin45). To check the
proposed stoichiometry v tar consistency vs. data D,
a comparison with the “experimental” stoichio-
metry is performed. This is realised by pointing-out
the real factors influencing the data, by means
of singular value decomposition of D, e.g.
D USV U S V� �T T

r r r .. The reduced Sr diagonal
matrix contains only the significant singular values
vs. the noise level, e.g. [ ] .S r ii � Consistent pro-
posed stoichiometry of a reaction v itar, is validated
if their projection onto the stoichiometric space of
data (of rank corresponding to the number of inde-
pendent reactions) will not differ significantly from
itself, thus holding the inequality:

v vi itar tar, , . ;P� �
�

0 3 P V V� 	( ) ( ).r r
T T (5)

Biokinetic data can thus be (on-line) checked
and corrected by using the so-called “incremental
target factor analysis”.34,67

Vice-versa, well-defined stoichiometric coeffi-
cients (or “stoichiometric numbers” in biochemis-
try) can be used to correct data by using eq. (4) and
a least squares estimator accounting various extents
of reactions X:48

D Xv� ; � min expv D Xv� �
2

2
(6)

The minimum reaction set of independent reac-
tions, necessary to characterize the analysed chemi-
cal system of nr reactions, is given by the rank of vT.
If rank(vT) < nr, there are nr-rank(vT) linear depend-
ent reactions.68 Linear dependencies can be ex-
pressed by the columns of matrix N, that is the
null-space (or kernel) of the matrix vT (eq. 7). The
independent columns ni, which span the matrix N,
are also solutions of the steady-state (QSS) reaction
rate system r � [ ],ri that is:

vT
N �0; vT

QSSr �0. (7)

The columns ni of matrix N are the steady-state
flux vectors compatible with the system
stoichiometry. A sub-space nm,i of ni can be used to
construct overall reactions, that is v im

T
mn , .69

If the number of species in the model is greater
than the number of steady-state mass balance equa-
tions, species can be divided in independent Cind

and dependent Cdep, e.g. C C C
T

dep ind� ( ). The

number of dependent species can be calculated from
the rank of matrix B to which v

T is the null space:
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Bv vB
T T T� � �0 0; size rankdep( ) ( ).C B� (8)

The independent molecular species conserva-
tion vectors of BT cause some rows of the stoichio-
metry matrix to be linearly dependent. The number
of independent conservation relations is given by
the ns-rank(vT). If vT is full rank, e.g. rank(vT)� ns ,
the system has no conservation relation.

Matrix B can be used to check the steady-state
mass balance equations of an open system, written
for the feed (initial state, index 'o') and a subsequent
system state vector:69

B v r k C C[ ( )]T 	 � � �0 0 0

� � � � �B C C BC( )0 0 constant.
(9)

(where k0 is a known constant accounting system
flow characteristics). Invariance relationship (9) can
be written in a different way, if one introduces
the matrix H � �[ ]C Ciu i (of ns × n dimensions21).
Matrix B (m × ns), including all linear relations
among species concentrations, can be partitioned as
B B B

T � [ ],1 2 by placing in the first m1 < m rows of

B1 the exact linear dependencies among observa-
tions, that is:

B H1 0u � , u = 1,…, n (10)

The exact linear dependencies of eq. (10) cor-
respond to the zero-eigenvalues �j = 0, j = 1,…, m1
of the HTH matrix, associated with the zj eigen-
vectors. If Z1 is the (m1 × ns) matrix whose rows
consist of these normalized vectors (z zk k

T �1), then
a non-singular transformation exists, leading to ex-
act linear dependencies:21

B TZ TZ C1 1 1� � �u constant. (11)

(T � transformation matrix; u = 1,..., n the number
of runs). Due to the experimental noise, it also exists
m m� 1, approximate linear dependencies among
observations, similarly to eq. (11), of which
eigenvectors correspond to � �k n� �( )1 2 (� 2 �
average error variance over ns observations).

In a more systematic way, by arranging the
stoichiometric matrix such that the upper
rank T( )v rows are linearly independent, e.g.

v v v
T

ind
T

dep
T� ( ),� one can define a link matrix L

between dependent and independent species such
that, in steady-state conditions, one can write:68

v Lv
T

ind
T� ;

d

d

d

d
ind indC

L
C

t t
� � ;

Cdep = L� Cind + constant.
(12)

The link matrix can be evaluated from eq.
(12) by using the pseudoinverse, e.g. L v v� 	T

ind
T( ) .

To avoid possible near-singularities, Maria70

proposes to refer the pseudoinverse to ( )v ind
T 	 �

( )v v I vind ind
T

ind	 �� 1 instead of minimum Euclid-

ean norm formula, by using a small a < � 2 to avoid
poor conditioning.

Conservation relations and reaction invariants
can be derived in various ways. In general, such re-
lations can be written for species, atoms, electric
charge, or can include thermodynamic non-negative
constraints.68 For instance, the atomic species con-
servation can be formulated as:

vE
T �0 (13)

(E � [ ]Eij the atomic matrix, written for all molecu-
lar species i = 1,..., ns, and atomic species j = 1,...,
na).

Additionally, Vance et al.71 review and propose
several quick experimental-computational rules to
check a reaction schema via species inter-connecti-
vities. By inducing experimental perturbations to a
(bio)chemical system, by means of tracers, or by
fluctuating the inputs of the system, one can mea-
sure the propagation through hypothetical consecu-
tive / parallel reaction path. Then, various tech-
niques can determine the “distance” among ob-
served species, and rules to include this information
in elaborating a reaction schema.

The current trend in kinetic estimation is to pay
an increased attention to the data preliminary ana-
lysis: noise characterization, data reconciliation,
stoichiometry checks, detection of species inter-
-connectivities, data redundancy and co-linearity,
independent reactions and invariants. More struc-
tured and systematic strategies are used to elaborate
a kinetic model, including constraint representation,
rules of assembling elementary reactions and reac-
tion modules, in integrated platforms for model
identification and process simulation. The modular
approach is very suitable for complex biological
system representation, by using databank informa-
tion and specialized programming languages. Ki-
netic analysis tends to also include disparate infor-
mation, not all time present in a standard form.

Propose the rate expressions and formulate
the kinetic model

Once the stoichiometry and data checks are ful-
filled, the next modelling step is to propose kinetic
expressions for reaction rates, and to write a mass
balance ODE set for all involved species. By adopt-
ing the hypothesis of separable influences of tem-
perature and concentrations in rate expressions, and
if only elementary reactions are included in the ki-
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netic schema, then the partial orders of reactions �
become equal with the stoichiometric coefficients.
The resulted kinetic model, characterizing a
(bio)chemical process dynamics and species con-
centration evolution over time, is:14

r
V

N

t
v k N Vj

j

ij i

i

n

m

m

nr

mi� �
� �

� �1

1 1

d

d

s

( ) ;�

N t Nj j( ) ,0 0�
(14)

(r � reaction rate; t � time; V � volume; � � reac-
tion order; Nj � moles of species j). The assump-
tion concerning elementary reactions can be
checked by experimentally analysing evolution of
the derivatives � �r N Vi j( / ) over time. The formu-
lated model eq. (14), written under variable volume
conditions V(t), can be solved if the volume evolu-
tion is defined by an additionally balance equation.

If the system volume is constant over time, the
kinetic model can be formulated in terms of con-
centrations:

r
C

t
v k C f tj

j

ij i

i

n

m

m

n

j

r

mi� � �
� �

� �
d

d

s

1 1

� ( , , );C k

C t Cj j( ) ;0 0� j n� �1, , s (no. of species);

C f tmu m u mu� 	* ( �( , ), ) ;C k k � m n� � �1, , s

(no. of observed species); (15)

u = 1,..., n (runs);

subjected to the constraints:

g C k( , ) ;�0 � �i i ik� � , i p� �1 2, , ,

(no. of parameters),

(� � measurement error matrix ( �ns × n); ‘^’ denotes
the model predicted value). The number of ob-
served species is less or equal with the total number
of species participating to the reactions. The rate
constants k are dependent on the operating condi-
tions, e.g. temperature, pressure, pH, and also on
the (bio)catalyst, or isotope nature.15,72,73 The model
constraints include thermodynamic and physical
limitations, or some reaction path hypotheses
(quasi-steady-state relationships, Wegscheider prin-
ciple in reversible cyclic reactions, etc.74,75). For in-
stance, if one considers the enzymatic kinetics for
substrate (S) consumption in the presence of an en-
zyme (E) and an inhibitor (I), to form a product (P),
a possible reaction mechanism for mixed competi-
tive inhibition with slow enzyme binding is given
by Szedlacsek & Duggleby76 [Schema 1].

The kinetic schema contains closed cycles,
leading to relationships between the equilibrium
and rate constants:
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(16)

If one applies the steady-state assumption for
the complex (ES), reached instantaneously, and by
neglecting k–2 and k–6, then another constraint rela-
tionship is imposed on the kinetic model:

g
C

t
k C C k C2 1 4( , )

( )
C k � � 	 ��

d

d
ES

S E ESI

� 	 	 ��( ) .k k k C C1 2 4 1 0ES

(17)

Species concentrations are positive values, and
eq. (17) can then be easily transformed in inequality
relationships.

In practice, kinetic models can contain not only
elementary but also overall reactions, with apparent
rate constants and partial orders of reactions. More-
over, when data are recorded under mass transport
limitations, the estimated rate constants are biased
due to the inference with transport parameters.
Simplificatory hypotheses lead to power law or hy-
perbolic-type rate equations. This is the case of
eliminating intermediate concentrations with quasi-
-steady-state assumptions (QSSA), when consider-
ing a limiting step for the overall reaction, or when
applying pre-equilibrium hypotheses for consecu-
tive reactions.73,77,78 As an example, the classical
Michaelis-Menten rate expression for an enzymatic
process includes a reduced number of parameters
depending on the adopted hypotheses.79 Such sim-
plificatory hypotheses lead to reduced rate expres-
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S c h e m a 1 � Reaction path for a considered en-
zymatic reaction



sions of hyperbolic type (review of Segel79 for en-
zymatic kinetics, and of Froment80,81 for catalytic
LHHW kinetics).

In general, there are various numerical proce-
dures to reduce dimensionality of a kinetic model
by lumping species and/or reactions. In fact, by ap-
plying such a rule one reduces the number of pa-
rameters to be identified with the expense of loss of
kinetic information on certain reactions and species,
thus leading to biased model predictions, and a loss
in physical meaning of rate constants.4,82,83

Once the kinetic model is complete, before
starting the rate constant estimation step, it is advis-
able to try to reduce the model non-linearity in or-
der to avoid further possible convergence problems
for the applied optimization algorithms. Such a
model regularization can be realised for instance,
by reducing intercorrelations between Arrhenius pa-
rameters (A,E), for instance through the Pritchard &
Bacon84 transformation in a vicinity of the average
experimental temperature (denoted with Tref):
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(18)

Ratkowsky85,86 and Espie87 offer valuable re-
views and suggest nonlinear transformations for ki-
netic model rate expressions.

Formulate the estimation problem

Once the rate expressions and orders of reac-
tions have been established, based on the prod-
uct-intermediate experimental analysis and prior in-
formation, the next step is to determine the kinetic
model parameters, which is the rate constant (vector
k). Standard methods start from filtered, recon-
cilied, and smoothed experimental kinetic curves,
i.e. lumped or individual species concentration tra-
jectories over the reaction time. Kinetic parameters
are estimated based on a statistical estimation crite-
rion that minimizes the residual differences (e) be-
tween data and model predictions in terms of output
variables (that is e C C tju ju j u� � � ( , ),k for species

j = 1,..., ns and runs u = 1,..., n).
According to rate equation form, a better esti-

mate can be obtained under certain experimental
conditions (see for instance reviews of Holmberg,88

Schügerl,89 Moser,15 Nielsen & Villadsen,90 for ex-
tended Monod or Michaelis-Menten kinetics). Oth-
erwise, due to the noised and often incomplete data,
several estimates can be obtained under similar op-
erating conditions, and the estimation methods can
present convergence problems to locate a global
feasible solution. The estimation objective function

is linked with the statistical estimation methods be-
cause the observed data are always subjected to ex-
perimental errors, and multiple physico-chemi-
cal-biological constraints are usually imposed to the
kinetic parameters. Thus, the estimation objective
function depends on the error matrix structure and
knowledge, noise magnitude, on the observed vari-
able and error distribution, on prior information
about parameters, and regularization functions.17

In fact, the estimation problem is formulated as
a numerical nonlinear programming problem
(NLP), or a mixed-integer NLP (denoted with
MINLP). By applying the estimation theory, the re-
sulted problem consists of searching the maximum
of the posterior distribution (P) of the estimated ki-
netic parameters ( �k), that is:

� arg max ( ) ( , ) ( )k C k x k� �k % constant P P 0 (19)

In the relationship (19), L P� ( , )C k x denotes
the likelihood function, e.g. the probability of ob-
taining C by accounting all the experimental set of
independent variables x and conditioned by the use
of the parameters k in the mathematical model. The
independent variables consist in measured experi-
mental conditions, such as time, temperature, pH,
etc. Notation P( )k0 denotes the apriori distribution
of parameter initial solution k0, usually adopted
uniform or of normal type with the covariance ma-
trix V0. After substitution, the NLP estimation prob-
lem minimizes a cost function %, dependent on the
residues eju, the noise level � (usually normal dis-
tributed, of noise matrix �), and on prior informa-
tion:

� arg min [ , ( , ) , ( ), , ( )];k C k x k k� �k % % e P P P� 0 0

� ~ ( , )N 0 � subjected to:

g k( ) ;�0 � �i i ik� � , i p� �12, , ,
(20)

(no. of parameters),

Particular forms of estimators are presented in
Table 1, the optimization problem being usually
formulated for a normal noise and the logarithmic
form of the likelihood function, ln L(k). When in-
cluding prior knowledge on parameters, the biased
criterion penalises the movement from the initial
guess of the most insensitive parameters in the
model, thus preventing estimates with large vari-
ances.91

The formulated NLP objective function is sub-
jected to parameter constraints and mass balance
equations of the kinetic model. The most used
estimator is the weighted least squares (WLS)
with/without including prior knowledge on parame-
ters (in the Bayes sense or in the Tikhonov regular-
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T a b l e 1 � Statistical estimators (eq. 20; the normal loglihelihood function is used for models with: ns= no. of observations; p =
no. of parameters; n = no. of runs; the heteroscedasticity parameter is �j = 0, for constant absolute error, and �j = 2
for constant relative error; wreg,�l = weights of Tikhonov criterion).
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ized form, Table 1). The former criterion is used in
kinetic identification when parameters present very
different sensitivities in the model functions.91

Special estimation cases, such as mismatched data
or noise matrix, correlated observations, implicit
models, are extensively discussed in the litera-
ture.16,17,41,92–97

The current trend is to perform model synthesis
and estimation in one step. Search is conducted on
simultaneously determining k-s and multiplicative
binary parameters y, which decide on the degree of
extension of the model. Model solution is thus ob-
tained by using a MINLP problem formulation,
where some kinetic parameters (or groups of them,
or kinetic terms) are determined simultaneously
with y variables:46,47

� arg min [ , ( , ) ];k ky F C k y� k %
T T

subjected to:

g ky Fy( , ) ;T T �0 � �i i ik� � ; ( *j j jy� � ;

i pc� �1 2, , , , j pi� �1 2, , , (21)

(where y is a vector of binary variables; F(C,k) vec-
tor includes possible redundant kinetic lumps; (�i,
�i) are bounds of parameter ki; ((j, *j) are bounds of
parameter yj, e.g. {0,1} for binary variables). An
adequate model that includes the minimum neces-
sary number of parameters is validated as solution
(e.g. the so-called “principle of parsimony”).

As an example, the overall rate of an enzymatic
process with multiple binding on non-cooperative
sites can be written in a MINLP formulation as:79
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(S � substrate, E � enzyme, index 't' denotes total
value). Thus, together with the rate and equilibrium
constants (kp1, kp2, kp3, kp4, K S1

, K S2
, K S3

, K S4
),

multiplicative binary parameters [y2, y3, y4] have
also to be estimated in order to retain the significant
kinetic terms, which ensure a satisfactory model ad-
equacy vs. experimental data.

Finally, it is to remark that, due to lack of stan-
dard kinetic data and disparate qualitative-quantita-

tive information, not all identification techniques
are based on statistical estimators. Non-conven-
tional estimation objective functions can also be
formulated, even if the obtained solution is biased,
presenting no statistical property. This is the case,
for instance, of biological systems when, as men-
tioned by Holmberg,88 kinetic estimation has to ac-
count low data reproducibility, small number of ob-
served variables of variate observability, a limited
sampling frequency, complex dynamics with a wide
range of time constants, high nonlinearities, impre-
cision and data irreproducibility, substantial stabil-
ity punctuated by abrupt failures, and a sensitive,
readily adaptable community of micro-organisms.
Kinetic estimation problem becomes even more dif-
ficult when applied at a microscopic cellular level,
due to the near astronomical process complexity
and disparate kinetic information organized in a
non-standard qualitative-quantitative form. A large
variety of non-conventional estimation criteria can
be tried, such as: apparent regulatory properties of
the system, maximization of system recovering rate
after a dynamic perturbation,98 smallest amplitude
of the recovering path, smallest sensitivity vs. per-
turbations,6 system steady-state stability proper-
ties,99 system oscillatory properties,69 physical con-
straints, system flexibility vs. external conditions,100

imposed succession of reactions (or events into a
cell), etc. It is probable that, for complex (bio)che-
mical systems, multi-objective identification criteria
have to be used, with weights in accordance with
the main system functions. All types of kinetic in-
formation tend to be included in estimation criteria,
in a more complex way, through binary decision
variables, and a larger set of objective functions.

Solving the kinetic estimation problem

To solve the NLP estimation problem eq. (20),
several numerical techniques can be used: (i) indirect
(or exact) methods, which ensure minimization of
the estimation objective function via an iterative op-
timization procedure with repeatedly ODE kinetic
model solution;16 (ii) direct methods based on ODE
kinetic model transformation into an algebraic one
and problem approximate solution in one step;101,102

(iii) recursive estimators, of Kalman or non-Kalman
type, that on-line adapt the system states (concentra-
tions, temperature, etc.) and parameters, based on
on-line acquired experimental information.103

A rough kinetic initial estimate can be evalu-
ated by using few experimental data and a shortcut
direct estimator. A good initial estimate can avoid
further convergence problems for a subsequent ex-
act estimator, especially for multimodal, or poor-
-conditioned cases (e.g. poor kinetic data, over-pa-
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rameterized or poor-estimable models). Direct
methods replace the repeated kinetic model solution
with solving an over-determined algebraic set ob-
tained after the discretization (DP) or integral trans-
formation (IP) of the ODE model. In spite of a large
number of DP and IP variants (see below para-
graph), the direct estimate is biased, very sensitive
to the data noise level, of poor quality, and with any
statistical property. The DP or IP estimate cannot
fully use the prior kinetic information, and present
frequent problems of solution multiplicity, stability
and non-feasibility. A modification of IP, that is the
MIP proposed by Maria & Rippin,102 offers the pos-
sibility to include prior information in generating a
more reliable initial estimate of rate constants for
relatively low complex kinetic models. The MIP so-
lution is more resistant to poor-conditioned cases,
due to the used information about similar pro-
cesses.104,105

When the purpose of the kinetic model is the
process control, relative simple models can be iden-
tified via recursive extended Kalman filters (EKF),
based on the on-line acquired experimental infor-
mation, previous estimate, and successive model li-
nearizations. However, in some cases, on-line iden-
tification is a difficult task because the process vari-
able characteristics have to be reflected in up-dated
reduced model structure and parameters.88 Such re-
cursive estimators are very sensitive to the model
structure, data noise, model linearizations, varia-
tions in species/reaction observability, and the qual-
ity of the prior parameters and their variance.106,107

Sometimes, exact NLS steps are periodically ap-
plied in order to reinitialise the EKF prior knowl-
edge.108 When on-line adapting the model structure,
changes in the model complexity can be detected
by combining chemometric and estimation tech-
niques.25,45,67

If consistent and complete data are available, a
refined estimate is obtained by using an exact (indi-
rect) estimator solved with a suitable optimization
algorithm. A complete statistical analysis of the es-
timate quality and model adequacy in respect to the
available prior information allows reducing or ex-
tending the model structure and improvement in the
estimate quality. A MINLP formulation of an exact
estimator can thus consider a larger number of re-
duced kinetic model alternatives, and can retain the
adequate model, that includes the minimum neces-
sary number of parameters.

Shortcut techniques
for initial estimate generation

Shortcut estimators, applied to ODE kinetic
models, are quick rules to generate an initial esti-

mate of rate constants, and can be applied to data
obtained under isothermal, iso-pH, iso-catalyst op-
erating conditions, and for only observed species
variables. Experimental conditions and reactors can
be chosen to fulfil such requirements and to avoid
mass transport limitations.14,15,75 Even if the reactor
is not isothermally operated, special procedures can
reconstruct isothermal data from non-isothermal ex-
periments.109,110 The main shortcut estimation meth-
ods are: (i) direct analytical procedures; (ii) discre-
tization procedures (DP); (iii) integral transforma-
tion procedures (IP); (iv) combinations of DP or IP
with other numerical/statistical rules.102,111

Before applying a shortcut estimator, a supple-
mentary numerical treatment of kinetic data is nec-
essary. For instance, the kinetic curves can be ap-
proximated with empirical algebraic functions to
obtain a more accurate evaluation of the “experi-
mental” integrals of concentrations required by the
IP. Usually cubic spline approximations of C(t) give
satisfactory results.23,111 When spline approximation
curves are obtained using a smoothing factor, sup-
plementary regularity properties induce a favour-
able effect on evaluation of the “experimental” re-
action rates required by DP (i.e. C(t) curve slopes in
the experimental points tu). As the smoothing factor
is larger as the approximated kinetic curve is closer
to a straight line across the experimental points. For
low noised data, by slightly smoothing the kinetic
curves, distorted reaction rate evaluation can be
avoided and the DP estimate can be improved.111

If the ODE kinetic model is of low complex-
ity, their algebraic analytical solution can be ob-
tained. As a consequence, simple regression rules
can be applied to determine the rate constants from
the over-determined (non)linear set of integral
equations written for the observed variables (Cmu in
eq. 15). Collections of integral forms of kinetic
models of various complexities are reported in the
literature.73,78,79,112

DP are applied, in a graphical or numerical
form, to the experimental kinetic curves C(t) re-
corded in a differential reactor/manner.15,75 The DP
estimator replaces the iterative ODE model solution
(which improve the estimation function) with solv-
ing an overdetermined algebraic set derived from
the basic model for all observed species j:

G tju ( , , , , ) ;C C r k0 0� j = 1,..., ns;

u = 1,..., n; n > p; g C k( , ) .�0
(23)

All DP variants replace the differential model
terms (e.g. reaction rates) with “observed” rates,
numerically evaluated by means of various
discretization schemes.113 More evoluated schemes
are combined with smoothed approximation func-
tions to reduce the noise effect on the DP estimate
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and to confer regularity properties to kinetic
curves.43,111,114 Even if the DP accounts all the avail-
able data, it is proved that most of information
is concentrated in the reaction time domains where
the parameter sensitivity coefficients [i.e. � �f k,
J C k�� � from eq. (15)], and the observed reac-
tion rates are large. Thus, the so-called information
matrix E( )J J

T becomes well-conditioned. Several
DP variants have been developed:14 initial rate vari-
ation; algebraic sets written for all observations and
experimental points with/without liniarized expres-
sions and suitable transformations (for instance
Walker plots, Lineweaver-Burk and Gates lineari-
zations in enzymatic kinetics15). The (non)linear set
can be solved numerically, under certain parameter
constraints, by using classical algorithms,115,116 or
by transforming in a NLP problem.

Although simple, DP suffer from an important
number of disadvantages: biased estimate, inconsis-
tent, and with no statistical property, because the es-
timation matches the reaction rates as observed
variables instead of the observed species concentra-
tions. Thus, the “experimental” error of rate vari-
ables is amplified, DP solution being frequently in-
adequate, infeasible, and imprecise. DP are very
sensitive to the presence of “outliers” in data, to
poor-conditioned cases (incomplete or degenerated
data), degenerated model terms or model over-para-
meterization. DP do not use in estimation the prior
information concerning parameters or similar pro-
cesses.

IP estimators are applied to kinetic curves C(t)
recorded in an integral reactor/manner.14,15 IP re-
place the repeated ODE model solution with solv-
ing an overdetermined algebraic set obtained from
the integrated reaction rates of observed species
(eq. 15). The simplest variant of IP is the basic al-
gorithm of Himmelblau et al.,117 which lead to the
(nonlinear) algebraic set written for all observations
j = 1,..., ns, and runs u = 1,..., n, and subjected to
certain constraints in parameters:

C t C t f t t tj u j j

t

tu

( ) ( ) ( ( , ), , ) ;� 	
0

0

C k k d

g C k( , ) .�0

(24)

Concentration integrals are evaluated with sat-
isfactory precision if data are enough scattered on
the reaction time domain (being more numerous
around the intermediate curve “picks”). IP estimate
is influenced by the experimental errors in a smaller
degree compared to DP, especially when kinetic
curves are regularized by means of smoothed spline
functions used to evaluate the integrals in eq.
(24).111

Several IP variants have been developed:14,15,73,101

graphical and/or numerical variants of “initial con-
centration variation”, or halving time concentration
measurements; weighted IP; IP from the liniarized,
reduced (with eliminated time and/or pre-equilib-
rium assumptions), or Laplace transformed ODE
model; analytical IP by using the model secular
equation. Similarly to DP, the IP estimate presents
the same mentioned disadvantages. However, IP so-
lution is slightly superior to DP and, for some vari-
ants, consistent because estimation refers to the
original observed species concentrations.

Although imprecise and biased, the DP and IP
are simple rules to quickly generate an initial guess
for kinetic model parameters. The rules require 3-6
times less model evaluations than an exact NLS es-
timator. However, classical DP and IP can lead to a
poor estimate for poor-conditioned estimation prob-
lems.

A considerable improvement in the shortcut
estimator reliability and effectiveness was realised
by Maria & Rippin102 by modifying the IP with in-
cluding the transfer of prior information from ki-
netic databanks. The proposed MIP is applicable to
relatively low complex (non)linear kinetic models,
being simple, rapid, and reliable even for poor-con-
ditioned estimation cases. MIP does not have con-
vergence problems, and does not require tuning fac-
tors or model linearizations. MIP transforms the
ODE set model into an algebraic one by using clas-
sical IP. Then, prior information from a similar pro-
cess, modelled by the same type of kinetic equa-
tions, with known kinetic curves ( , )� �C t , parameters
and variance ( � , � )� �k V (the so-called “historic pro-
cess”) is used concomitantly with the “current pro-
cess” data [of known kinetic curves (C, t) and un-
known parameters and variance ( � , � )k V ]. Selection
of similar data is based on a similarity index, ac-
counting the same number of observed species, evi-
dence of similar curve shapes, and quasi-constancy
of the rate ratios for the “current” and “historic”
processes in a reduced concentration – time do-
main. Prior information ( , )� �C t and ( � , � )� �k V is in-
cluded in estimation by dividing the IP relationships
of observed similar species over a common reduced
time domain +t*:
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2
 )/+t, denotes the integral mean of the

concentration; +t t t� �( );2 1 j = 1,..., ns; D D G G,
~

, ,
~

� complex kinetic terms including C, C', k, k' vari-
ables]. From the resulted ratio of sums, the domi-
nant term (index d) is identified over +t*, and then
retained together with the left term of (25) in the
MIP algebraic set. The parameters included in the
dominant terms, corresponding to high rates, are
thus estimated first in time-domains where their
sensitivity and estimability is higher. The degree of
dominance of a term may differ in various time
sub-intervals, and an average of the kinetic con-
stants coming from various observations and inter-
vals is taken as a final MIP solution. The propor-
tionality factor , is fited to ensure a satisfactory
process “superposition” on the same time-scale. Pa-
rameters included in poor conditioned terms can be
adjusted according to their ratio from similar pro-
cesses. MIP, similarly to EKF estimators, is also ef-
fective in on-line adapting of model parameters
when changes in species observability occur,36 or
from preliminary process investigations.118,119

The current trend in using shortcut estimation
techniques includes: i) the use of a combination of
methods (DP, IP, principal component regression
PCR, ridge selection analysis RSA); ii) problem de-
composition for detecting sources of degeneracy,
poor-conditioning, and over-parameterization; iii)
extended sets of prior kinetic information from
databanks.

Exact estimation solved
with optimization methods

To solve an exact kinetic estimation problem,
the objective function to be minimized (maximized)
is formulated as a NLP eq. (20), or a MINLP eq.
(21) problem. Optimization algorithms are of two
types: gradient methods (using objective function
and constraint derivatives), and gradientless meth-
ods (usually random algorithms, without gradient
evaluations). Many (bio)chemical systems are diffi-
cult to be estimated by using classical gradient-based
algorithms, due to the problem multimodality and
nonlinearity, highly intercorrelated model parame-
ters, species variable observability, particular model
forms, incomplete data sets, or large number of
explicite/implicite/mixed-integer nonlinear con-
straints. All these can cause serious convergence
problems to the estimation rule, amplified by partic-
ular form of functions/constraints inducing problem
non-convexities.120 To overcome such difficulties,
the use of an effective and suitable optimization al-
gorithm, together with an initial data and model

form analysis, is crucial in locating a global feasible
solution.

Gradient methods (GM) for solving NLP use
an iterative formula, which improves the previous
(initial) estimate �k

iter :

� � ,k k s
iter iter iter iter	 � 	1 � (26)

where search direction vector (s iter ) and step length
�iter are adjusted iteratively according to each opti-
mization algorithm. GM can be classified in meth-
ods of 1-st order (which use the first derivatives, or
the Jacobian of objective function and constraints),
methods of 2-nd order (which use first and second
order derivatives, or the Hessian), and variable-met-
ric methods (which use an approximation of the
Jacobian and Hessian matrices). Among GM, it is
to mention the classical methods of steepest de-
scent, Gauss-Newton, Newton, Marquardt, conju-
gate gradients, Broyden, Powell, Davidon-Fletcher-
-Powell, Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno, sequen-
tial quadratic programming, etc.115,116,121,122 During
the iterative search, the problem constraints are ac-
counted in an augmented objective function (called
Lagrange function), or during evaluation of the
search directions and step lengths. GM are knew as
being very rapid, requiring a reduced number of ob-
jective function evaluations, but also local conver-
gent and very dependent on the initial solution
choice. An increased reliability in locating a global
feasible solution can be realized if GM search is
re-started from various initial guesses (randomly
generated in the feasible domain). Moreover, GM
encounter difficulties in poor-conditioned, highly
constrained problems, due to the necessity to accu-
rately evaluate the function first/second order deriv-
atives. Advanced implementations of GM try to
overcome such drawbacks.115

For handling non-convex MINLP cases of es-
timation problems by applying GM, a series of
sub-problems obtained from an appropriate decom-
position of the original problem have to be solved.
Algorithms based on the generalised Bender’s de-
composition123 or the outer approximation124,125 try
to identify the sources of non-convexities. The orig-
inal problem is decomposed in a “primal” (the orig-
inal NLP problem solved for a fixed set of integer
variables), and the “master” (a mixed-integer linear
programming problem solved for continuous vari-
ables to provide new integer variable values). Parti-
tioning is made such that the optimum integer vari-
ables can be determined independently of continu-
ous variables. Since a number of constraints must
be evaluated prior to the solution, the master prob-
lem is solved as a series of relaxed sub-problems.
To find the global solution, Kocis & Grossmann126

localise first the non-convexities by local/global
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tests and then a relaxation is imposed on the invalid
solutions. Floudas et al.127 suggest partitioning of
the original problem to ensure that global solutions
to the primal and master sub-problems are attained
for all iterations. By partitioning the variables re-
sponsible for non-convexities, the master and the
primal problems are iterated until no improvement
can be obtained. Grossmann & Sargent128 use a
branch-and-bound procedure, by solving consecu-
tive NLP sub-problems with appropriate branching
criteria. In any variant (branch-and-bound; outer-
-approximation;125 outer-approximation with equality
constraint relaxation and augmented penalty;126,129

generalized outer-approximation;130 generalized
cross decomposition131), the gradient methods need
to identify and eliminate the sources of non-convex-
ities by analysing the objective function/constraints,
by performing transformations, or by solving a per-
turbed NLP problem around the local solution. Dif-
ficulties in solving poor-conditioned or highly con-
strained cases, and risk to eliminate feasible sub-do-
mains, persist to most of GM.

Today, with the growing availability of power-
ful computational means, the optimization routine
efficiency is expressed more and more on their reli-
ability and robustness to reach the global solution
rather than on the computational cost (usually ex-
pressed as the number of objective function evalua-
tions). Some other routine characteristics as sim-
plicity, easy-to-use, amount of complementary cal-
culations for search adjustment, independence on
the initial solution guess, can be decisive in choos-
ing the right optimization algorithm.

From this point of view, the gradientless ran-
dom searches (RS, review of Maria104) become
more and more attractive. Even if slower conver-
gent than GM, they are able to by-pass most of the
mentioned GM's difficulties in a simple way, being
very reliable in solving complicated multimodal op-
timization problems, and being not very dependent
on the initial solution choice. Recent RS reported
highly effectiveness in solving non-convex MINLP
problems with an increased reliability in finding the
global solution. Published works reported very
good results of using RS for solving kinetic identifi-
cation problems, even for poor-conditioned or
over-parameterized cases.46,47,104,120,132,133

RS use the same iterative relationship (26) to
improve the estimate k

iter , but search directions and
step lengths are iteratively adjusted by means of
random distributions. The random sampling of trial
points can be fixed or variable, independent, uni-
form, or following the search progress, on a sphere
or hypercube in the parameter-space. Step lengths
can be fixed, of optimum-size, or adaptive, by con-
sidering the search history in the new point genera-
tion. MINLP problems of eq. (21) can be easily

handled by completing eq. (26) with a random ite-
rative formula also for integer variables, for in-
stance:120

y Z M Q
iter iter iter	 � 	 	1 ( INT[ ];

M M
iter iter	 � �1 1( );� M

0 � �* ( ,
(27)

where: Z is a square-diagonal (p-pc) × (p-pc) matrix
consisting of random numbers in the interval [0,1];
Q is a constant (p-pc) × 1 vector with elements
equal to 0.5; M is the current search domain; *,( are
the domain upper and lower limits respectively; � is
a search contraction factor; p is the number of
search variables; pc is the number of continuous
variables; INT denotes the integer operator return-
ing the largest integer, less or equal to the operand.
Such a search strategy provides an opportunity for
the integer variables to span their range of possible
values while the search regions for the continuous
variables contract or expand.

Stop criteria of RS iterations are based on suffi-
cient evidence of a global optimum, or on a cost de-
cision for search interruption. The RS can be classi-
fied in several classes: pure RS; adaptive random
search (ARS); simulated annealing (SA); genetic al-
gorithms (GA); clustering algorithms (CA); evolu-
tionary algorithms (EA).

Adaptive random searches iteratively modify
the search (step-length, direction, checked domain,
random point generator distribution) based on the
failure/success of the previous steps. This strategy
is usually completed with a periodic expansion and
contraction of the search domain in order to refine
the solution and to overcome local optima. The
most important ARS sub-classes are:104 RS with
centroid generation, Luus-Jaakola’s ARS class, and
adaptive step length ARS, or combinations of these.
Among effective ARS should be mentioned MWL,134

Luus method,135 ARDS,136 ICRS,137 M-SIMPSA,138,139

SGA.140 Banga & Seider132 propose an effective
ARS for handling complex NLP problems in dy-
namic process optimal control when gradient meth-
ods fail. Salcedo120 and Cardoso et al.138 present an
effective ARS or combinations with SA for solving
MINLP problems.

Mihail & Maria141 and Maria133 propose an ef-
fective multimodal-multilevel ARS (called MMA
and respectively MMAMI) for handling non-con-
vex NLP and MINLP estimation problems. The ba-
sic MMA increases the convergence rate and glo-
bal solution reliability by using two strategies: a
local pseudo-one-dimensional search, and a global
pseudo-multimodal search. MMA presents only
four procedure parameters that control the weight of
the global/local search, contraction/expansion rate
of the search domain according to the search his-
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tory, and the degree of local solution refinement.
The MMAMI adds the integer-variable search rela-
tionship (27) to the basic MMA.

Simulated annealing methods are based on the
Markov chain theory, accounting only the last step
information in directing the random search. In spite
of their very low convergence rate, the reliability in
solving complex global optimization problems is
very high. The main difference vs. other RS consists
in the possibility to accept, in some conditions, a det-
rimental search step with a Boltzmann distribution
probability, thus surpassing local optima.142,143,144

Cardoso et al.138,139,145 propose a reliable SA cou-
pled with the simplex method for solving non-con-
vex MINLP problems, even if the computational ef-
fort is 2–3 orders of magnitude higher compara-
tively with those of ARS.

Genetic algorithms are RS in which the itera-
tive random point generation presents similarities
with biogenetic mutation and natural selection.146

GA is conducted using information from a popula-
tion of candidate solutions. Crossover and mutation
operators generate new offsprings, while a fitness
function controls the search progress. A GA itera-
tion usually implies the following steps: i) starting
from the current solution, random uniformly gener-
ate a certain number (“population size”) of feasible
points (“individuals”); ii) “individuals” are ran-
domly divided in two or several subsets (“parents”);
iii) from the “parental” subsets, two “individuals”
are selected by means of a random or adaptive (pro-
portional, ranking, etc.) rule; iv) “parental” vectors
are rewritten in a certain code (for instance binary)
becoming a “chromosome” of a certain length; v) a
new “individual” is created by crossover of two
“parental chromosomes”; vi) the “offspring” suffers
several random “mutations” of parts of them, with a
certain frequency; such a step allows exploring the
whole search space, what only selection and cross-
over cannot fully guarantee; vii) finally, the mutant
“individual” is decoded and used to check the
search progress (objective function evaluation);
viii) steps iii-vii are repeated a certain number of
times (“number of generations”) and the best itera-
tive point is retained. GA improvements by using
orthogonal crossover, effective “crowding” opera-
tors, and combinations with SA and CA, avoid com-
mon GA defect of early convergence, and increase
the global search reliability in solving non-convex
NLP/MINLP problems.147,148

Evolutionary algorithms (EA) are RS that
mimic the evolution of the species in natural sys-
tems.149 Like GA, EA random generate the “popula-
tion” of tried points based on a “mutation” operator,
and use only the objective function and constraints
in ranking and eliminating tried points. Selection
procedure, subsequent to a generation step, can be

applied in two ways. (- �	 ) EA generates from -
parents, by mutation, �-offsprings and then, from
the - �	 sorted members, the best - become the
parents of the next generation. (- �, ) EA generates
from - parents, by mutation, � > - offsprings and
then, from the � sorted members, the - best of them
become the future parents. Costa & Oliveira150 re-
port effective EA for solving MINLP problems.
Pham151 proposes a general competitive EA, in
which search results from several “populations” or
“families” (using different search strategies) allow
to set the procedure operators and parameters to be
used in the next step. Both “best” and “stalled” pop-
ulations are thus allowed to evolve but in a different
manner. The analysis is exemplified for a combined
EA and GA, while Wong & Wong152 study an
evolutive hybrid of GA and SA.

There are several analogies among ARS, GA
and EA to be mentioned. For instance, GA popula-
tion size can be assimilated with the ARS iterative
population size; GA mutation frequency corre-
sponds to EA offspring mutation frequency and to
ARS control of local/global convergence; ARS pe-
riodic domain expansion and contraction is analo-
gous to the increasing diversity of the GA popula-
tion by using crowding schemes or dissolving
“niche/clusters”;148 competition-cooperation among
“families” in EA is equivalent with avoiding the
“elitism” induced by the “fitness” function in GA,
with the continuous switching between local and
global search in ARS, or with the multistart local
searches in clusters in CA.

There are frequent combinations among RS, or
of RS with GM, in order to improve the global opti-
mum search reliability or the local convergence
rate. As an example, Maria133 propose a combina-
tion of ARS and EA for solving non-convex
MINLP. Parallel search is conducted in a certain
number of “families”, each family following a com-
plete MMAMI search cycle. In general, there are
two types of competition levels in an EA. One is the
survival competition inside a “family”, while the
second level is the competition among “families”
due to the search results separately obtained during
a search cycle. Thus, after a cycle, families are
line-up ranked as following: the “best family” (pre-
senting the best estimation objective function) is
placed on the top position while the “worst family”
is placed on the bottom position. The aim is to con-
fer to the families different mutation characteristics
for the next search cycle: as a family is better
ranked, as fewer mutations will be performed, and
search will be focused on refining the local opti-
mum; as a family is lower ranked, as larger muta-
tions will be performed, allowing a global search on
the whole space. In fact, this competition-coopera-
tion strategy ensures for the bottom placed families
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a higher chance to surpass local optima and to move
to the top positions. For the up-ranked families, by
keeping the same policy in the next cycle, would be
possible to be moved to the rear and then another
search policy will be set to surpass local optima.

Current trends in solving exact estimation
problems is to use effective combinations of optimi-
zation algorithms to avoid local convergence, to re-
duce impact of initial solution choice, and to make
the procedure more tractable and easier-to-use for a
wider class of estimation problems.

Estimate quality analysis

For an identifiable kinetic system (see condi-
tions of Vajda et al.82), the obtained kinetic estimate
has to be checked for unicity and statistical quality.
At the same time, the estimate must be checked, ac-
cording to the available information, for their physical
meaning and induced model predictions in variate
reaction conditions (dynamic, oscillating, non-iso-
thermal, stable quasi-steady-states, with/without
mass transport limitations, under ideal/nonideal
fluid flow, in the presence of various amount of in-
ert or other components).

Estimate statistical quality is analysed from
two perspectives: parameter inference based on a
sensitivity analysis, and model adequacy based on
comparison of residuals and experimental noise in
direct relationship with the data quality and model
structure uncertainty.17,23,153 Estimate quality is
rather influenced by the model structure and avail-
able data quality, than the optimization method ef-
fectiveness.154 Because in most of (bio)chemical
processes there is an excess of degrees of freedom
in adjustable parameters than in observed and ma-
nipulated variables; adequate modelling can lead to
multiple solutions, even if a reduced model struc-
ture is checked. Although, a complete theoretical
analysis of solution unicity, stability and multiplic-
ity is possible for ODE systems,77 model discrimi-
nation via optimization routines and supplementary
experiments, are preferred when coupled with the
structure improvement.41

Statistical tests for estimate analysis are largely
discussed in the literature.16,17,23,45,116,155 The main
tests are presented in Table 2 for the NLP estima-
tion problem eq. (20). Detailed estimate checks can
orient further decisions for model improvement via
performing supplementary experiments, model ex-
tension/reduction, change of strategy for parameter
estimation, or change of the estimation procedure.
If the statistical analysis indicates high parameter
intercorrelations (e.g. parameters which cannot be
separately estimated precisely), this effect can be
diminished by changing the model structure, or by

performing new experiments (the estimate standard
deviation is proportional with n–0.5).16 This can be
realised by carrying out isothermal experiments to
avoid simultaneously estimation of Arrhenius con-
stants,156 by performing experiments that reduce pa-
rameter intercorrelations,16,157 by rejecting some pa-
rameters,45 by performing parameter lumping,82 by
reducing the estimation vector dimensionality and
fixing some insensitive parameters,16,91,158 or by
performing nonlinear transformations in model
equations.87

There are frequent situations when the estimate
significance tests indicate different parameters pre-
senting approximately the same effect over model
predictions, or a low effect. In this case, the estima-
tion solution is ambiguous, even if the experimental
data are satisfactory. An immediate effect is the
poor-conditioning of the estimation problem (i.e.
poor-conditioning of the Jacobian matrix, and of the
estimate variance-covariance matrix), high parame-
ter intercorrelations, and poor estimate significance.
Several sources can be explored:16

i) if the parameters are uncertain and residues
large but acceptable vs. the noise level, the estimate
quality can be improved by adding new experi-
ments in variate operating conditions;

ii) if the estimated parameters are uncertain but
the residues small, the poor-conditioning is due to
the model or data degenerated form (i.e. additive
and/or multiplicative parameter terms, large noise,
near-collinear data, non-scattered data). In this case,
the information is insufficient to determine all the
parameters and separate experiments have to be car-
ried out for reducing parameter intercorrelations
and for improving the data quality; reduction of the
model structure can be also explored;

iii) if the estimate is uncertain and residues un-
acceptable, the model has to be rejected and refor-
mulated.

Kinetic model reduction
and discrimination

A complete estimate quality analysis (model
adequacy and parameter inference) in direct rela-
tionship with the data quality offers information
concerning model uncertainty and can indicate di-
rections for structure extension or reduction. They
are frequent cases of analysed (bio)chemical sys-
tems presenting a structural low kinetics identi-
fiability, due to system characteristics (biomass
changes, catalyst variability) and few observations
vs. the high order internal state vector.159 To over-
come these difficulties, data from several experi-
mental reactors, collected under variate operating
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T a b l e 2 � Estimate analysis tests (ns = no. of observations; p = no. of parameters; n = no. of runs; SSR = eiu

u

n

i

ns

2�� = sum of
squares of residuals; e C Ciu iu iu� � � , or e C Ciu iu iu� � � ; i = 1,…, ns; u = 1,…, n)

Test type Relationship and remarks

Estimator tests:

local/global solution tests – see Floudas177

optimization convergence tests – convergence rate, search progress tests97

efficient estimator – E( � ) ;V G� �1
G J J� �

�

� u u u

u

n

T� 1

1

;  #Ju iu jC k� � � = Jacobian matrix

unbiased estimator – E x( �( , ))k C k�

asymptotic consistent estimator – lim ( �( , ))n x.� �k C k

invariant estimator – does not depend on the k-vector dimensionality

sufficient estimator – P( ),k0 P( ),k L( ),k P( ),C P( )� offer maximum of information

robust estimator – does not depend on the k0 , P( )k0

Model adequacy tests:

F-test
– s s F n n p n2 2 1e s e� & � �( , ; );� s n n p2 � & �SSR s( );

se
2 = approximated error dispersion from ne replicates

)2-test – (see Appendix)

Q-test – P Q n n p( � ) (( ) , � ) . ;% % % � � & � 1 2 2 0 1s (Q-statistics)18,178

r = correlation coefficient of (x, C) – | |r� 1 (see Fogiel155)

residual's plots (lack-of-fit) – check prediction quality: Cui vs. x; �Cui vs. x; [95 % HPD band of � ( )C xui ];

– check residual randomness (runs test): eui vs. x;

– check error for normality and uniformity; ‘outliers’ detection:
�Cui vs. Cui; Cui vs. eui;

�Cui vs. eui/seui

2 ; #eui uii�2 vs. [ ]e sui eui

2 ;

where s he uii uiiui

2 2 1� �� ; H J J J Ju u u u u� �( ) ;T T1  #Hu ij
u

h� = “hat” matrix17;

 #Ju iu jC k� � � = Jacobian matrix

– check model nonlinearity and error intercorrelations: e sui eui

2 vs. x;

– check observation correlations: det e eui uj
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ij�
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eigenvalues plots;

– 2D and 3D response surface plots, etc.

Estimate significance (inference) tests:

tj-tests – kj parameter Student test (see Appendix)

Rij-tests – (ki, kj) parameter's inter-correlation coefficient | |Rij � 1 (see Appendix)

( ~ )� �j
2 -test – (see Appendix); ~ min ( )� �2 2� uii

k k kj j j� 6� . .( )st dev – kj parameter confidence interval (see Appendix);

parameter's joint confidence region at the
( )1�� probability level

– ( � ) ( � ) ( , ; ),k k V k k� � � & � ��T
s

1 2 1ps F p n n p � for � known;

 #% %( ) ( �) exp( ( ; )) ,k k� � �) �2 1 1n ns for � unknown;41

Special model analysis tests:

discrimination among rival models – Bard16; Froment & Hosten41

error-in-variable estimate tests – Kemeny et al.179; Ricker95; Valko & Vajda180; Kim et al.181,182

model reduction tests
– QSSA tests for intermediate elimination;4 species lumping tests;4,165–168,170,172

parameter rejection tests;45,83 parameter lumping tests;82 parameter sensitivity
tests;16,91,158 global sensitivity tests.44,164



conditions, have to be used together with reduced
mechanistic models and adaptive structures and pa-
rameters.91 When kinetic information is insufficient
to all precise model parameters and terms, estimate
quality tests, parameter sensitivity analysis, physi-
cal restrictions, principal component and ridge pa-
rameter selection, it can all suggest model reduc-
tions in terms of reactions or variables.4,45,83,160

Key-parameter subset selection and on-line model,
updating with an effective estimation procedure has
to compensate the system, data and model mis-
match for leading to satisfactory predictions ac-
counting the estimate uncertainty.161 All the most
influential terms in the kinetic and transport rela-
tionships (pH, temperature, nutrients, additives,
(bio-)catalyst, mixing characteristics) have to be ac-
counted even if a reduced kinetic model is adopted.

Insensitive parameters to the input data changes
can cause intrinsic poor-conditioning of the estima-
tor, biased and poor-quality solution (large estimate
covariance matrix and high parameter inter-
correlations), ambiguous estimate, and often optimi-
zation algorithm failure (especially for GM158), even
if the experimental data are satisfactory. Several
sources of difficulties can be explored:16,82 insuffi-
cient experiments, non-scattered, very noised, or de-
generated, near-collinear data (quantitative identifia-
bility problem); model degenerated form, with addi-
tive and/or multiplicative terms for parameters (qual-
itative identifiability problem); model over-para-
meterization in respect to the insufficient experimen-
tal kinetic information about the process. If no sup-
plementary information is available, a considerable
increase in estimate quality is obtained by model re-
duction. The model reduction cost is a loss of infor-
mation on certain species and reactions, a loss in
model generality, prediction capabilities, and physi-
cal meaning of rate constants, and a biased estimate.

Kinetic model reduction is realised by using
experimental methods and computational algorithms.
The computational techniques perform lumping in
concentration variables (states), in parameters, in
reactions, or can reduce equation terms and remove
side-reactions. From the large variety of techniques
are mentioned the followings.

(i) Elimination of the reaction time variable
from kinetic expressions.73 In such a way, a reduced
differential set of reduced reaction orders are ob-
tained with the expense of lack of information when
including parameters and species lumps in the
model.

(ii) The use of pre-equilibrium assumption in
mixed equilibrium/irreversible kinetic schemes.73 This
method is applicable to the consecutive reactions
when at least one step is an equilibrium reaction.

(iii) Elimination of low concentration reaction
intermediates by applying the steady-state approxi-
mation (QSSA).4,73,162 In such a way, a reduction of
system stiffness, due to low observable species
present in small amounts, is realised with the cost
of a loss in prediction capabilities. Species sub-
jected to elimination are identified based on small
product of target species i lifetime (LT Ji ii��1 )
and their production rate.4,163 Model simplification
is realised with the expense of a corresponding bias
in prediction capabilities for species i that is:
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(iv) Lumping of species in various ways:
(iv.1) Redundant species in a model are de-

tected based on insignificant effect of concentration
change on the rate of production of key species.
Sensitivity coefficients s t r Cim m i( ) ln ( ) ln ( )�� �
of species i in respect to reactions m are used to

construct a global sensitivity measure B s ti im
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by including all direct and indirect effects, in order
to decide on redundant species (small Bi)4,164

(iv.2) An elaborated technique for linear and
nonlinear species lumping in linear kinetic models
have been proposed by Wei & Kuo165 and Li &
Rabitz.166–168 Lumping of species is performed
when there is insufficient information to character-
ize the dynamics of all compounds, or when
by-products and intermediate separate prediction is
not crucial for the process analysis. In other terms,
the information is condensed in a smaller set in-
cluding groups of species represented as single vari-
ables. The new lumped species �C are related to the
original ones C by a lumping function h, which can
be linear or non-linear:

d

d

d

d

C
f C k

C
f C k

t t
� � �( , )

�
�( � , �);

� ( );C h C� size size( � ) ( ).C C�
(28)

For a linear lumping, �C MC� , Wei and Kuo165

and Li and Rabitz166–168 indicate the necessary and
sufficient conditions for an exact or approximate
lumping, �( � ) ( ).f C Mf C� For an exact lumping of

kinetic model eq. (28), these conditions require that
Mf C( ) to be function of �C , and to exist an inverse

(or a generalised inverse) of M, because C M C� 	 � .

For a linear kinetic model, with f C k J C( , )� T

in eq. (28), the exact linear lumping matrix M can
be constructed from the eigenvectors of J

T (e.g.
X x� [ ]j ), because any subspace spanned by a sub-
set of the eigenvectors is an JT invariant. As a con-
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sequence, [span{0}, span{x1},...] give a 1-dimen-
sional lumping matrix M; [span{x1, x2}, span{x2,
x3},...] give a 2-dimensional lumping matrix M with
rows formed with the X-columns, etc. For an ap-
proximate linear lumping, there are several ac-
cepted lumping errors.4 Although necessary and
sufficient conditions for species nonlinear lumping
have been derived,169 the problem high complexity
indicates no general rule to be followed (see some
trials based on canonical forms of JT decomposi-
tion, reported by Tomlin et al.4).

(iv.3) Species lumping by applying the stochas-
tic Markov chain theory is based on the complex re-
action association to a Markov chain process mov-
ing toward a stationary state. Species presenting a
comparable entropy index in this chain can be
lumped in the same class.170

(iv.4) Species lumping based on a priori fuzzy
information matrix concerning species similarities.
A fuzzy matrix max-min composition rule is repeat-
edly applied leading to lump similar species. The
loss of information by lumping is evaluated through
a fuzzy entropy index.170

(v) Rejection of side-reactions by using the ridge
selection analysis of rate constants (RSA).45,83,111

This method analyses the parameter significance
through a � �j

~ 2 test (see Appendix), completed

with the estimate plots vs. the Hoerls’ RSA factor
(�, see Appendix), t-tests, and parameter intercorre-
lations analysis. For linear kinetic systems, as the
Hoerl factor increases as the estimate quality im-
proves, becoming more and more independent on
the experimental information, and biased.111,158

(vi) Lumping of kinetic parameters by means of
principal component analysis (PCA).20,82 The method
is based on the (p × p) information matrix STS, de-
fined in logarithmic terms, e.g. S S S S

T � �[ ]1 2 n ,

and Su
iu

m

C

k
�
�

 !
"

#$
�

�

ln

ln
. Small eigenvalues �i of STS

matrix, e.g. � �i �
2, correspond to eigenvectors

with proportional terms, from which are derived
parameter multiplicative lumps of the form k ki j

c

(c � constant).
(vii) Reduction of the estimation vector size by

fixing some of the low-sensitive/low-estimable pa-
rameters to their apriori values (PCR, principal com-
ponent regression).16,158,171 PCR identifies redun-
dant parameters corresponding to small (near-zero)
eigenvalues of the model Hessian matrix 2JTJ,
J f k� [ ]� � . Low estimable parameters are fixed to
their recommended apriori values, with an immedi-
ate effect of reducing the estimate dispersion, while
the estimate becomes biased (see also an applica-
tion given by Lei & Jorgensen91). As the size of the

search parameter vector is smaller as the estimate is
more independent on the data, reflecting the in-
creased inability in determining the “true” parame-
ter values. However, the PCR can be a very useful
technique in determining an approximate estimate
for highly intercorrelated parameters (for instance
Arrhenius constants).

(viii) Reduction of the estimation vector size by
using a detailed parameter sensitivity analysis. Insig-
nificant parameters (index j) are rejected or fixed ac-
cording to sensitivity individual rejection tests:

+ p j, ( );�1 3

where: + p j

j

iu

i

ji

n

u

n

x
n

k

C

C

u

, .�
��

��1

11

�

�k

s
(29)

(xu � independent variable vector for the run u).
Parameter kj sensitivity tests are defined vs. every
species i and run u, leading to a complementary
rejection test and to a global sensitivity index
Sg,j:44,88,91,164

sij u,
* . ;�0 01 S sg j ij u

i

n

u
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, ,
* ,�

��

��
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s

(30)

where:

s
C t k k k C k k

C t
ij u

i u j p i p

i u
,

*
| ( , ( , , , , )) ( , , , ))|

(
�

� � � �1 1 0

, ( , , , , ))
.

k k kj p1 � �

Elaborated software can automatically evaluate
the sensitivity coefficients.172

When developing several reduced model alter-
natives, an important problem is to determine how
to select the appropriate one. Several statistical tests
have been developed in this respect, and a sequen-
tial experimental program can be designed to dis-
criminate among rival models (see below para-
graph). Discrimination tests are based on the good-
ness of fit and model parameter significance. For
instance, if one selects between two rival models
(M1) and (M2) from n-runs, one evaluates the ratio
of the maximum likelihood functions for the two
identified models:41

L

L

s

s

M

M

M

M

n

max,

max,
.

1

2

1
2

2
2�

�

�
�
�

�

�
�
� (31)

Rejection of one of the models can be based
on a developed statistics. Thus, by choosing the
positive numbers A� �* �( )1 , and B� �( )1 * �,
0 < B < 1 < A, one can define the model acceptance
levels ( )1�� and ( )1�* (usually �, * are small
numbers, like 0.05 or 0.1). Then, M1 is pre-
ferred for L L AM Mmax, max,1 2  , and rejected for
L L BM Mmax, max,1 2 � .
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The same procedure can be repeated account-
ing several models, by taking as reference the
model with the smallest predicted variance s2 (e.g.
proportional with % defined as a sum of squares of
residuals, Table 1). Bates & Watts17 propose an
F-statistics and test to accept a reduced model (or
“nested” model, including pr parameters) vs. an ex-
tended one (with p parameters), over n experimen-
tal runs, and with a confidence level ( )1�� :

[ ( � ) ( � )] ( )

[ ( � )] ( )
( , ; ).

% %

%
r r r

r

p p

n p
F p p n p

k k

k

� �

�
� � � �1 � (32)

Sometimes the reduction tests are applied con-
comitantly with the estimation rule,83 or by formu-
lating the model estimation-reduction problem in
terms of a MINLP problem eq. (21). Even if such a
procedure can lead to the most adequate model, the
reduced solution still has to be checked for parame-
ter significance (Table 2), physical meaning, and re-
quirement to preserve sufficient information from
the process. In fact, application of the MINLP crite-
rion for model reduction re-constructs the individ-
ual parameter sensitivities sij u,

* of eq. (30), by suc-
cessively trying to delete parameters from the
model through the binary multiplicators y.

Current trends in model reduction and discrimi-
nation concern the use of combined tests in order to
diminish the risk of a false decision due to artificially
inflated tests by some low sensitive parameters. Se-
quential model reduction and application of a MINLP
criterion are modern tools increasingly used over the
last decade. Another trend consists in application of
a large variety of procedures to adapt the structure
and model parameters according to the acquired in-
formation from the process and utilization scope,
which results in a semi-automatically model up-grad-
ing rule (the so-called “tendency modelling”).

Design of experiments for a precise
parameter estimation and
model discrimination

There are various rules to design experiments
for better kinetic model identification. For instance,
special methods try to reduce the problem dimen-
sionality, in order to step-by-step disclose various
features of the process mechanism, as followings:73

(i) isolation techniques (or pseudo-order tech-
niques) which maintain a reactant to a constant
(high) concentration, thus decreasing the apparent
reaction order;

(ii) study of the reversible reactions close to the
equilibrium conditions, leading to apparent reduced
reaction orders;

(iii) neglect terminal stages of a process when
slow-reactions (leading to by-products) become sig-
nificant;

(iv) neglect initial stages of a process when only
the final successive reaction steps are of interest;

(v) use an intermediate as a starting reactant to
‘isolate’ portion of the reaction schema; this route is
very effective when applied to large reaction
schemes with variable species observability during
reaction;

(vi) mimic a reactant with another compound
that cannot undergo the full reaction complexity;

(vii) change the reaction conditions that mini-
mize kinetic complexity (experiments at very low
or very high conversions, variate temperatures, pH,
solvent/inert, etc.);

(viii) special choice of initial conditions that
simplify the kinetic interpretation of data;

(ix) exploit analytical selectivity to simplify ki-
netic interpretation.

In general, an experimental program is de-
signed to allow acquisition of maximum of infor-
mation on the process over the experimental do-
main.173 Oriented experiments try to improve the
estimate quality or to make model discrimination
easier. Experiments to reduce parameter inter-corre-
lations and to increase estimate precision are based
on the estimate covariance matrix V k( �) (see Ap-

pendix). For instance, the new experimental point �x
is D-optimal designed by minimizing the determi-
nant of V (i.e. minimum volume of the parameter
confidence region). The A-optimal experiment de-
sign minimizes the trace of V, that is the sum of in-
dividual parameter variances. The E-optimal exper-
iment design minimizes the largest eigenvalue of
the V matrix, thus making more spherical the pa-
rameter confidence region.

Other experiments are designed to increase the
discrepancy in predictions among rival models, thus
allowing a better discrimination based on a defined
index.16,174,175

Conclusions

By reviewing the estimation rules applied over
the last decade to identify kinetic models from
(bio)chemical kinetic data, several trends can be
pointed-out.

The current trend in the identification rules is
to increase the importance of the preparative steps
of data numerical analysis, including error matrix
characterization, data reconciliation, stoichiometric
checks, detection of species inter-connectivities,
data redundancy, co-linearity, independent reactions,
and reaction invariants.
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Concerning kinetic modelling, the current trend
is to use more structured and complex strategies to
generate the model, accounting constraint representa-
tion, all types of information (in a standard or
non-standard form), model synthesis by assembling
elementary reactions and kinetic modules, through
integrated platforms for model identification and
process simulation. The modular approach and auto-
matic generation of ODE, DAE, or stochastic kinetic
models allow simulation of complex (bio)chemical
systems by using information stored in databanks.
Oriented and unified programming languages have
been developed in this respect to include the system
organization and complexity (for instance biocell
representation, neurons, bio-informatic sequences,
bio-polymer sequences, complex molecular struc-
tures, gene expression, gene-finding, etc).

Still popular quick shortcut estimators can offer
an approximate solution by processing a quite large
amount of information. Estimation solution reliabil-
ity can be increased by using a combination of
shortcuts (DP, IP, PCR, RSA) and exact estima-
tors.104,176 The trend in estimation is also to ap-
proach model/data degeneracy, poor-conditioning,
and over-parameterization cases, by decomposing
the model equations, and by using non-conventional
process information to re-construct low identifiable
terms. Transfer of prior information rules from
databanks and analogous processes can lead to a
better estimate, and can prevent further estimation
convergence problems, infeasible or local solutions
with no physical meaning.

Selection of an appropriate statistical estima-
tion objective function, and search of the feasible
global extreme with an effective optimization rou-
tine can lead to a satisfactory kinetic model solu-
tion. A MINLP formulation of the estimation prob-
lem allows a concomitant model estimation-reduc-
tion based on an adequacy criterion. Such a rule can
save computational time if the procedure is com-
pleted with a parameter significance check. When
rigorous statistical formulation is not possible, cur-
rent estimation criteria tend to include all types of
kinetic information (conventional or not), in a more
complex way, through binary decision variables and
a larger set of objective functions. The non-conven-
tional estimations try to exploit the system global
properties, such as regulatory effectiveness, process
periodicity, or sensitivity to perturbations.

When solving the exact estimation problems,
the trend is to use effective combinations of optimi-
zation algorithms to avoid local convergence, to re-
duce impact of initial solution choice, and to make
the procedure more tractable and easier-to-use for a
wider class of estimation problems. Beside reported
improvements in using gradient methods (GM), the
trend is to increasing use of random searches (RS)

from various classes: adaptive, evolutive, genetic al-
gorithms, or simulated annealing. Even if slower
convergent, their combined use (sometimes with
GM) presents the advantage of simplicity, better ‘re-
sistance’ to poor-conditioned cases, independence
vs. derivative accurate evaluation, increased reliabil-
ity in obtaining the global feasible solution, easy
handling of non-convex cases with complicated con-
straints and mixed variables, less dependence on the
initial guess choice. Today, with the growing avail-
ability of powerful computational means, the optimi-
zation routine efficiency is expressed more and more
on their robustness to reach the global solution rather
than the computational cost. Routine availability and
easy-to-use, low amount of complementary calcula-
tions, automatic procedure parameter adjustment, all
these characteristics can be decisive in choosing the
right optimization algorithm.

Concerning the estimate quality analysis, and
the possibility to reduce or to extend the kinetic
model, the current trend is to use a combination of
tests for diminishing the risk of false decisions due
to artificially inflated tests of low sensitive parame-
ters. Detailed estimate quality analysis can detect
low estimable cases, suggesting possibilities to re-
duce the kinetic model, by using rules for species
and reaction lumping, or by fixing/rejecting by-re-
action parameters. Sequential model reduction and
application of a MINLP estimation criterion are
modern tools to detect model redundancy, being in-
creasingly used over the last decade. A large variety
of procedures can adapt the structure and model pa-
rameters according to the acquired information
from the process, which results in a continuous
model up-grading (“tendency modelling”).

Oriented experiment design techniques can
lead to a considerable improvement in estimate
quality and to a better discrimination among rival
models.

N o m e n c l a t u r e

A – frequency Arrhenius factor, eq. (18); constant,
below eq. (31)

B,B – matrix defined in eq. (8), [m × ns]; constant, be-
low eq. (31)

Bi – species i global sensitivity measure, defined in
‘model reduction’ (iv.1) chapter

C – species concentration vector, [ns]
det – determinant
D, D – molar balance matrix eq. (2), [n × ns]; kinetic

terms defined in eq. (25)

e C Cju ju ju� � � – concentration residual matrix, [ns × n]

E – Arrhenius activation energy, eq. (18)
E() – expected value
E� [ ]Eij – matrix of atomic species, eq. (13), [ns × na]
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f,f* – functions defined in eq. (15)
F,F – volumetric flow rate in eq. (2); model functions;

Fischer statistics; vector defined in eq. (21)
G – model functions in eq. (23); kinetic terms in eq. (25)
g – constraint functions defined in eq. (15)
h – lumping functions defined in eq. (28)
H – | |C Cui i� matrix below eq. (9), [ns × n]; “hat”

matrix in Table 2
I – identity matrix
J – Jacobian matrix (J C k�� � , Table 2)
k0 – constant in eq. (9)
k – kinetic rate constants
K – equilibrium constants
L, L – likelihood function, eq. (19); link matrix defined

in eq. (12)
m – number of replicated runs, eq. (1); dimension of

B matrix
mj – j-th moment of a distribution
M, M– atomic or constraint matrix, eq. (3), [ns × na]; in-

tegral mean in eq. (25); search domain matrix
(eq. 27); lumping matrix below eq. (28)

n – number of experimental runs
na – number of atomic species
ne – number of replicates (Table 2)
ni – independent columns of matrix N

nr – number of reactions
ns – number of (observed) species
N – null space of vT matrix (eq. 7)
Nj – moles of species j

p – number of parameters
P, P – projection matrix in eq. (5); probability distribu-

tion function, eq. (19)
Q – Q-statistics (Table 2)
Q – constant vector with elements 1

2 (in eq. 27)
r, r – correlation coefficients (below eq. 1, Tab.2); re-

action rate vector in eq. (14), [nr]
R, R – parameter intercorrelation matrix in eq. (A5);

universal gas constant (eq. 18)
s, s – search direction vector in eq. (26); species sensi-

tivity coefficients (in ‘model reduction’ (iv.1)
chapter and eq. 30); square root of s2

s2 – estimate of the experimental error variance �2

(eq. 1); model error variance (eq. A2)
S – matrix of singular values from s.v.d. of D (before

eq. 5); sensitivity matrix defined in ‘model re-
duction’ (vi) chapter

Sg – global sensitivity index (eq. 30)
SSR – Sum of Squares of Residuals (Table 2)
st.dev. – standard deviation
s.v.d. – singular value decomposition of a matrix
t – time; Student statistics
T, T – transformation matrix defined in eq. (11); tem-

perature (absolute) in eq. (18)
U – matrix derived from s.v.d. of D (before eq. 5);

matrix defined in eq. (A4)

V, V – matrix derived from s.v.d. of D (before eq. 5);
parameter covariance matrix in eq. (A3), [p × p];
volume

x – independent variable vector, eq. (19); eigen-
vectors of Jacobian JT matrix, below eq. (28)

X – extent of reaction vector (eq. 4), [n × nr]; eigen-
vectors of Jacobian JT matrix, below eq. (28)

y – binary variable vector, eq. (21)
wreg – weights in the Tikhonov criterion (Table 1)
z – eigenvectors of HTH matrix, eq. (10)
Z – matrix containing z eigenvectors, eq. (11), [m ×

ns]; square diagonal random matrix (eq. 27)

G r e e k s

� – lower limit of parameters, eq. (15); confidence le-
vel; Hoerl factor, eq. (A4); constant below eq. (31)

� – reaction orders, eq. (14); upper limit of parame-
ters, eq. (15)

+ – difference; average sensitivity coefficients (eq. 29)
� – measurement error matrix defined in eq. (15);

contraction factor in eq. (27)
, – multiplicative scaling factor used by the MIP (eq.

25)
)2 – )2 statistics
% – objective function, eqns. (19,20,21)
( – lower limit of integers y, eq. (21); lower limits in

eq. (27); heteroscedasticity parameter (Table 1)
7 7� [ ]ij – stoichiometric matrix, [nr × ns]
� – eigenvalue; search step length, eq. (26); number

of “offsprings” in EA; weights in the Tikhonov
criterion (Table 1)

- – number of “parents” in EA
* – upper limit of integers y, eq. (21); upper limits in

eq. (27)
�; �2 – error standard deviation; error variance

� u uij� [ ]� 2 – error covariance matrix of run u, [ns × ns]

|| • ||2 – Euclidean norm
||• ||� – infinite norm

I n d e x

dep – dependent
in – input
ind – independent
out – output
0 – initial
ref – reference
tar – target

S u p e r s c i p t s

• – mean value
^ – predicted or estimated value; lumped
T – transpose
+ – pseudoinverse
iter – iteration
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APPENDIX
Some statistical tests to check model adequacy and parameter significance

For a kinetic data set with normal distributed noise
N(0, �u), of diagonal covariance matrix � u uii� [ ]� 2

(i,j = 1,… ns, observed species; u = 1,..., n, number of
runs), an applied weighted least squares (WLS) estima-
tion criterion (Table 1) leads to the estimated parameters
�k by minimizing the objective function:17

min ( )
� ( , ) ( )
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Supplementary constraints are imposed to the ki-
netic parameters from physical meaning reasons and to
fulfil mass balance constraints (for instance thermo-
dynamical equilibrium constraints, reversible cyclic reac-
tion constraints, etc.). The kinetic estimate �k can be used
to analyse the model prediction capabilities, model ade-
quacy, and parameter significance.

The sum of squares of residuals
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model adequacy, for instance through the )2 statistical
test. If the following inequality holds:
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~ min( ) ,� �2 2� uii u = 1,..., n; i = 1,..., ns,
(A2)

then the model is adequate with a 95% probability. The
adequacy is completed with the residual plots (Table 2).
Such plots can reveal deviations from the constant noise
hypothesis, presence of “outliers” in the experimental er-
ror distribution, quality of the model adequacy, system-
atic positive or negative residuals, and the residual mag-
nitude compared with observations. The estimate signifi-
cance is checked by means of the following matrices, nu-
merically evaluated from the liniarized model around the
estimate:17
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(parameter intercorrelations). (A5)

In eq. (A3), the formula is valid for the case of an
efficient estimator (Table 2), V k( � ) representing the low-
est theoretically attainable variance.16 In eq. (A4), � de-
notes the Hoerl factor, proposed as being � �� ~2 by
Maria and Rippin45 (~� 2 denotes the min � ii

2 ).

An estimated parameter �k j can be considered sig-

nificant in the kinetic model (with a probability of 95%),
if its Student test is fulfilled, that is:

t t n n pj

j

jj

�  & �
�

[ ( � )]
( ; . %),

k

V k
s 975 (A6)

together with the “ridge selection” test:

� �j
~ ( ),2 1 3 (A7)

where �j are eigenvalues of matrix U. The (A7) test, pro-
posed by Maria & Rippin,45 starts from the ridge-analy-
sis of Hoerl, and the observation that, for low estima-
bility cases of poor-conditioned J Ji i

T matrix (where

J ki uCT � [ ]� � ), the estimate presents large variances
because:
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(where � p
* is the smallest eigenvalue of J Ji i

T ). As a con-

sequence, small vales of �j in relationship (A7), inferring
with the minimum noise level, corresponds to low sensi-
tive parameters in the model.

A pair of less estimable, high correlated parameters
[ � , �k ki j ] (for instance, due to the insufficient available

data, model over-parameterization, degeneracy in the
data or model form) corresponds to high inter-correlation
coefficients | | [ . , ]Rij � 095 1, leading to large confidence
intervals of parameters:

k k t n n p j pj j jj� 6 & � � �� { [ ( � )] } ( ; . %); , , .V k s 975 1 (A9)
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